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The present paper is the first in a series of three closely related papers in which
 .  . w xthe in¨erse measure m* dt of a given measure m dt on 0, 1 is introduced. In the
first case discussed in detail, m and m* are multifractal in the usual sense, that is,
both are linearly self-similar and continuous but not differentiable, and both are
w xnon-zero for every interval of 0, 1 . Under these assumptions the Holder spectra ofÈ
 .  .  .m dt and m* dt are shown to be linked by the ``inversion formula'' f * a s
 .a f 1ra . The inversion formula is then subjected to several diverse variations,
which reveal telling details of interest to the full understanding of multifractals.
The inverse of the uniform measure on a Cantor dust leads us to argue that this
inversion formula applies to the Holder spectra f even if the measures m and m*È H
are not continuous while it may fail for the spectrum f obtained by the LegendreL
path. This phenomenon goes along with a loss of concavity in the spectrum f .H
Moreover, with the examples discussed it becomes natural to include the degener-
ate Holder exponents 0 and ` in the Holder spectra. This present paper is the firstÈ È
of three closely related papers on inverse measures, introducing the new notion in
a language adopted for the physicist. The second and third papers in this series
make rigorous what is argued with intuitive arguments here. The second paper
extends the common scope of the notion of self-similar measures. With this
broader class of invariant measures the third paper shows that the multifractal
formalism may fail. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. HEURISTIC PROOF OF THE INVERSION FORMULA
To begin, let us state once again that a multifractal is not a set but a
measure. Many multifractals of interest for physics are supported by
fractal sets. However, to gain a full intuitive understanding of the notion of
a multifractal, unencumbered by extraneous complication relative to its
support, is best achieved in terms of a measure supported by the interval
w x0, 1 .
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 .One begins by defining the measure m dt for the closed intervals of the
w xform 0, t , in other words, by giving a positive nondecreasing function
w x.  . w x.  .m 0, t s M t . For other intervals, m is defined via m s, t s M t y
 . w x.  .  .  .  .M s , m s, t s M t y M s y , etc. When M t has a derivative M9 t ,
x x.the measure of an infinitesimal interval m t, t q dt is the ordinary
 .  .  .  .differential dM t s M9 t dt and m has the density M9 t . When M t is
 .  .  .discontinuous at t, dM t is the value of that discontinuity M t y M t y .
In addition, M is right-continuous. Conversely, any right-continuous, non-
 .  .decreasing function M with M 0 s 0, M 1 s 1 defines a measure m as
above.
DEFINITION OF THE INVERSE OF A ``BASIC'' MULTIFRACTAL. The usual
multifractals are measures that are continuous but not differentiable. In a
 .first stage we require in addition that M t is strictly increasing so that
every interval of t 's, however small, has a non-vanishing measure. This is
equivalent to saying that the measure is supported on the whole interval
w x0, 1 . In a widely used notation, it means that D s 1. In this case, the0
 .  .function M t has a well defined inverse function M* u that is right-con-
 .tinuous and non-decreasing, and hence, defines a second measure m* du .
w xMore precisely, denoting the length of an interval and I s s, t by
< <I s t y s we have
m I s M t y M s s M I .  .  .  .
< <m* M I s t y s s I . . .
w xPicking a point t at random on 0, 1 with respect to the measure m
w xamounts to taking u at random on 0, 1 with uniform probability, and then
 . w xtaking for t the value M* u . Picking a point u at random on 0, 1 with
w xthe measure m* amounts to taking t at random on 0, 1 with uniform
 .probability, and then taking for u the value M t .
Heuristic Argument for the In¨ersion Formula. Given a multifractal m
 .  .described by f a let us show that the function f * a of the measure m*
is given by the in¨ersion formula
f * a s a f 1ra . 1 .  .  .
First, note that a point t of m-Holder exponent a corresponds to a pointÈ
 .u s M t of m*-Holder exponent a* s 1ra ,È
log m dt log M dt 1 .  .
a s lim s lim s ,
< <log dt log m* M dt a* 4  .  4  . .dtª t M dt ª u
 4where the limit is taken over all intervals dt shrinking down to t . Now,
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x xdivide the interval 0, 1 on the t-axis into small ``«-intervals'' of length « .
 .By the definition of f a , the set K of m-Holder exponent a can beÈa
 . yf a .covered by N « , a , « «-intervals. The m measure of each of these
a  .«-intervals is approximately « . In other words, the function M t maps
 . athese «-intervals to N « , a intervals, each of length « , covering the set
KU of points u with m*-Holder exponent a* s 1ra . The dimension ofÈa*
this set is, therefore,
log N « , a f a .  .
Uf * a* s dim K s y s . .  .a* alog « a
 .  .It follows that f * a* s a*f 1ra* , as asserted.
2. EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS
It is crucial to distinguish between the multifractal spectrum f sH
 .dim K and the coarse grained spectrum f : the former is the Hausdorffa G
dimension of the set of Holder exponent a , while dyf Ga . is roughly equal
 .to the number of cubes C from a d-grid with log m C rlog d , a . These
w xterms are introduced in more detail in PR as well as in parts II and III of
w xthis series RM2, RM3 . There, it is shown that the argument in Section 1
holds indeed for both types of spectra provided that the measure m is
continuous.
The In¨ersion Formula Preser¨ es Straight Lines, therefore Exchanges the
 .  .Uni¨ ersal Linear Bounds of f. Under the transformation y a ª y* a s
 .a y 1ra , the straight line y s Aa q B becomes the straight line y* s
 .A q Ba . Therefore, the well-known inequality f a F 1 implies f * F a .
 .  .The well-known inequality f a F a implies f 1ra F 1ra and f * F 1.
That is, the two lines that provide upper bounds to all f are exchanged in
the operation f ª f *. In particular, due to our assumption that D s 1,0
a and a are the values where f and f * reach these universal upper0 1
bounds. Therefore, aU s 1ra and aU s 1ra . The important quantity0 1 1 0
 .a characterizes the measure-theoretical support of m dt and is the1
m-Holder exponent of almost every point t picked randomly with distribu-È
tion M. It transforms into aU , which is of far lesser importance but which0
is the m*-Holder exponent of almost every u picked randomly withÈ
uniform distribution. Finally, a and a are also interchanged, mean-min max
ing that aU s 1ra and aU s 1ra .min max max min
 w x.Left-Sided Multifractals see Mandelbrot M90 . In a first subcase
 .  . Ua s `; if so, f * 0 s 0 and f * a* is tangent to f * s a* at a s 0. In a0 0
 .  .  .second subcase a - ` and f a s f a for a ) a ; if so, f * a* s a*0 0 0
U  . Ufor a* - a , and f * a* is tangent to f * s a* at a . These facts are1 1
w x w xdiscussed in Mandelbrot M90, Section 7 as well as in RM1 .
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 .  .The Degenerate Case when M t , hence M* u , Is Continuous and Differ-
entiable. In multifractal terms, a s lim log dMrlog dt s 1 for all t,dt ª t4
 .  .hence f a is defined only for a s 1, where f 1 s 1. The same is true of
 .f * a . That is, these functions satisfy the inversion formula, trivially.
The ``In¨erse Binomial'' Measure. The binomial is the simplest multi-
w xplicative measure. It divides 0, 1 into two parts of equal lengths and
assigns them masses m and m . The usual brute force approach sets up0 1
the generating function
t q s ylog mq q mq .  .2 0 1
and obtains f via Legendre transform. Another way is to calculate f in
w xexplicit form by solving a 2 = 2 equation system for a and f R1 .
The next simplest multiplicative measure is the inverse binomial. This
w xmeasure divides 0, 1 into two parts of lengths m and m and assigns0 1
 .them equal masses. The inversion formula yields f * a explicitly, starting
 .  .with the binomial measure m. This function f * a yields t * q , but only in
 .  .implicit form, and t q yields f a .
The In¨erse of a Random Multifractal. This is not the place to describe
in full the general theory of random multifractals presented by Mandelbrot
w xM89, M90, M95 . This theory introduces functions f s f which may haveG
 .negative values. While the positive f a are still Hausdorff Besicovitch
dimensions, this is not true for the negative ones: Their importance lies in
their describing the fluctuations between coarse grained samples of those
 1y fGa .multifractals. More precisely, d is roughly equal to the probability
 . .of finding a cube C from a d-grid with log m C rlog d , a . In particular,
f / f here. Nevertheless, even when f - 0, the inversion formula holdsG H
for conservative self-similar random multifractals with D s 1. This is an0
immediate consequence of f being the Legendre transform of theG
 .function t q and of the relation t * s yq, q* s yt , which is derived
 . w xfrom the conservation of mass  p s 1 almost surely R2 .i
As an example, it is instructive to invert a measure introduced by
w x  .Mandelbrot M89, Section 3.3 , for which f a is defined for all a ) 0 and
equals
f a s c q log a y a , with c s 1 y log log 2 q 1rlog 2. .  .2 2 e e
 .For this measure, q s f 9 a ranges from an upper bound q s ` downtop
to a lower bound q s y1. Now we see thatbottom
f * a s ac y a log a y 1. . 2
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 .  .First consider the unbounded right tail of f a , where f 9 a , y1, so
that q s y1. The operation f ª f * replaces this right tail of f by abottom
 .  .bounded left tail of f * satisfying f * 0 s y1 and also f *9 0 s `, so that
U  .  .q s `, and f *0 0 s y`. Next consider the unbounded left tail of f a ,top
where q s `. The operation f ª f * replaces it by a very steep, un-top
 .  .bounded right tail of f * where f * a* ª y` a* ª ` , so that q sbottom
y`. In other words, m* is less ``anomalous'' than the original m.
3. DISCONTINUOUS MULTIFRACTAL MEASURES AND
 .AN AMBIGUITY IN THE DEFINITION OF f a
Our next topic concerns what happens, not only to the inversion for-
mula, but also to the definition of multifractality, when some intervals of t,
called gaps, have zero measure. Self-similarity then requires the measure
m to concentrate on a fractal dust of measure 0 and dimension D - 1.0
We begin by a very special case.
 .The De¨il Staircase. The inverse of the uniform Cantor measure m dtC
is a purely discontinuous measure. It is well known that for the uniform
 .measure on the Cantor dust, the graph of the function M t is the Cantor
devil staircase. The devil function is constant over every gap of the Cantor
 .  .dust or of m dt . Each dyadic value u of M t corresponds to a step of the
 .staircase. The mirror image of the graph of M t with respect to the
diagonal is the graph of a function that is many valued for each of the
 .dyadic u . In other words, being a many-to-one function, M t does not
 .have a proper unique inverse function M* u .
It is natural, however, to generalize the notion of inversion to wide
classes of multifractals, hoping it will preserve the validity of the inversion
 .formula. To achieve this goal, it suffices to define the measure m* du as
 .equal to the sum of the lengths of all the gaps of m dt such that
 .  .u F M t - u q du . This defines the inverse function M* u as being
continuous to the right and constructed as follows: Take the mirror image
 .of the graph of M t with respect to the diagonal, and when u is dyadic so
 .that M* u was ambiguous, take the highest value in the ``interval''
suggested by the mirror image graph.
 .  .For the Uniform Cantor Measure m dt , the Function f a Is Not asC
Simple as It Seems. The conventional wisdom is that this measure is
 .  .characterized by f D s D and f a s y` for a / D. This explains why
the homogeneous measure is called unifractal. While this conventional
wisdom is usually harmless, it is unjustified, and in the present context it
would be very misleading. Indeed, the above assertion only takes into
account the points in the Cantor set. But we must be more careful and also
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take into account the points t that lie in the gaps of the Cantor set. For
those points
log 0
a s lim s `.
< <log dt 4dtª t
 .  .Since gaps are of positive Lebesgue measure, f ` s 1. Thus, we con-
 .clude that f a includes not one but two points.
Formal Application of the In¨ersion Formula to the Uniform Cantor
 .  .Measure m dt . If we start with the usual f a limited to one point withC
 .  .f D s D, a formal application of the inversion formula yields f * 1rD s
 .1 and f * a s y` for a / 1rD. Clearly, this result is completely inade-
quate. A more careful analysis must add the point of coordinates a* s 0
and f * s 0. This second point on the spectrum expresses that, when m* is
discontinuous, each discontinuity corresponds to
constant
a* s lim s 0,
< <log du 4duª u
and discontinuities are denumerable and hence form a set of dimension 0.
Since the measure m* reduces to its discontinuities, one should pay
 .foremost attention to the point of f * a* which accounts for them, namely
a* s 0, f * s 0. In other words, we have aU s 0. Recall that the graph of1
 .the f a of a ``normal'' multifractal is tangent to the bisector defined by
 .f a s a , and that the point of tangency describes the measure-theoreti-
 .cal support of the measure. For m dt , this role is played by the pointC
 .f D s D lying on the bisector. Now we see that the same is true of
U  .  .m dt the point of tangency being f * 0 s 0.C
 .This being granted, the fact that f * 1rD s 1 seems highly ``anomalous''.
But it is easy to explain. It expresses an almost sure property, namely a
property of all the non-dyadic points u . Such a point is defined as the limit
of a sequence of dyadic intervals in which the kth interval is of length 2yk .
The argument is simplest when these intervals contain the mass 3yk , hence
log 1rm* log 3 1 .
Ua s lim s lim s .0 < <log 1r du log 2 D 4  4 .duª u duª u
Two facts are worth noting: First, non-dyadic points belong to the closure
of the set where m* is concentrated, and hence to the measure theoretical
support of m*. Second, since m is continuous, picking u randomly with
uniform probability amounts to choosing t randomly with respect to m and
 .letting u s M t . This explains why it is not only natural but even neces-
sary to consider non-dyadic points u .
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These considerations bring us back to the relation
a s 1raU s D a s 1raU s `.1 0 0 1
In other words, the m-almost sure Holder exponent a corresponds to theÈ 1
uniformly almost sure m*-Holder exponent aU and vice versa. Obviously,È 0
this must have implications for ``real world'' applications and the issue
arises as to how a numerical analysis reflects this drastic change of ``how to
choose random points.'' The uniform Cantor measure is, however, not
suitable for this investigation and the issue becomes more clear at the end
of this section.
Multifractal Measures Supported by the Cantor Dust. The conventional
 .wisdom is that such a measure is represented by a function f a whose
 .graph is shaped like the symbol l perhaps a bit skewed . The maximum
 .  .of f a is D, and the graph of f a has a point of contact with the
bisector f s a . To be complete, however, it is necessary to add to the
graph the point a s `, f s 1. The resulting shape may seem odd, because
 .it negates the notion that the graph of f a is cap convex. Thus, depend-
 .ing on one's purpose, f a may take either its conventional form l or the
form of the left side of its l combined with the point a s `, f s 1.
In¨erse of Multifractal Measures Supported by the Cantor Dust. Now to
 .f * a* . The graph obtained by applying the inversion formula separately
 .to the two parts of f a is made of the origin and of a curve that is again
shaped like l. The l-curve does have a point of contact with f * s 1, but
it fails to contact with f * s a* since the horizontal tangent to f , namely
the line f s D s D, is transformed into the line f * s Da*. The contact0
with f * s a* takes place at a* s 0.
This shape is the correct form of the Hausdorff spectrum f U of m*. AsH
for the coarse grained spectrum f U , negative q's no longer raise anyG
problem. But positive q's do pose a serious difficulty when q G q s D.top
U  .  .The reason is that f a can be evaluated from t * q since m* isG
self-similar, even though not in the strict sense since some of the ratios
 w x.  .vanish see RM3 . The partition function t * q is evaluated as
log x q , « . q
t * q s lim with x q , « [ m* I . .  .  .log ««ª0
Here, the sum runs over all «-intervals from a grid. Since the gaps of the
Cantor dust have total length 1 the corresponding atoms of m* have total
mass 1 and, thus, determine m* completely. Let us consider the simple
w x w xcase when m is constructed by assigning mass 1r2 to both 0, r and r , 1 ,0 1
leaving the middle interval of length r [ 1 y r y r ) 0 without mass.2 0 1
 .In this gap, M t ' 1r2. In the next step, additional gaps of lengths r r0 2
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and r r are created where M takes the values 1r4 and 3r4, respectively.1 2
In a further step, gaps of length r r r , . . . , r r r are added, the value of0 0 2 1 1 2
M going in steps of 1r8 on the whole family of gaps. Thus, the partition
 .function x q, « of m* at stage n is
ny1
qyn qx q , 2 s r r ? . . . ? r .  . 2 « «1 k
kks0  4« . . . « g 0, 11 k
nq q q q qs r 1 y r q r r 1 y r y r . .  . .2 0 1 0 1
From this,
ylog r q q r q for q F D .2 0 1t * q s .  0 otherwise.
Conclusions on the Multifractal Formalism. The first half of the so-called
 .multifractal formalism states that f is the Legendre transform of t q .G
While this is not true for a general measure it can be shown to hold for
w x w xself-similar measures AP, O, R1 , and even for discontinuous ones RM3 .
We conclude that our f U is concave. However, it can no longer take theG
conventional form . It must take the form of the top and right portions of
its l down to aU s 1ra , combined with a straight line to the point1 0
a* s 0, f * s 0. This is a consequence of the presence of a whole
hierarchy of atoms which produces a non-trivial range of ``frequently
occuring'' coarse Holder exponents.È
The more important second half of the multifractal formalism states
that f s f . Note that the full multifractal formalism has been shown toH G
hold for quite general constructions of random self-similar measures see
w x w x.AP, O, L and also KP, CM, F as well as in the context of dynamical
 w x w x.systems see R, PW and also BMP, CLP .
In the presence of gaps, as we have seen, f U is not concave. Conse-H
quently, f U / f U , moreover, f U is the concave hull of f U . Thus, theH G G H
multifractal formalism does not hold for m*. The difference between
Holder spectrum and coarse grained spectrum expresses, therefore, theÈ
 . < <  .strong dependence of the convergence rate of log m* I rlog I ª a t
on t. In addition, this fact confirms our point of view which is to include
w xall points of 0, 1 in the Holder spectra. Otherwise, a convincing connec-È
tion between f U and f U would not exist.G H
In summary, the inversion formula holds for the Holder spectra f inÈ H
general and for the coarse grained spectrum f only for continuousG
measures.
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